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Abstract: Three types of chelating depressants were studied for chalcopyrite/pyrite separation, 
including S-S, S-O, and O-O types, via density functional theory calculations and microflotation. The 
calculation results indicate that the depressant’s chelating atoms have large coefficient and great activity 
according to the molecular frontier orbital (HOMO and LUMO) and the orbital coefficients. For S-S type 
of depressant, S atom in both keto or enol forms won’t affect their HOMO and LUMO patterns and the 
orbital contributions. For S-O type, the presence of N atom in the ring structure of a molecular will 
increase the reactivity of O-Cu while weak S-Cu. For O-O type, the electron supply capacity of benzene 
ring is higher than strain chain, and atom N in strain chain increased their electron supply capacity. The 
microflotation results basically confirmed the prediction based on the calculation. The simulation 
results demonstrate that the interaction of a depressant with metals and minerals are affected obviously 
by the spatial structure and electronic structure of an atom in its molecular. 
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1. Introduction 

In China, coal is still the most important fossil energy resource and is far more abundant than oil and 
natural gas (Wang et al., 2019). In coal mining, gangue as the primary solid waste mixed with coal 
contributes to a reduction in the efficiency of coal production (Wang et al., 2019), thus an efficient 
separation of coal from gangue is necessary for the clean utilization of coal  (O'Keefe et al., 2013; Wu 
and Chen, 2018); Traditional methods of coal/gangue separation include manual separation, wet 
separation, and dry separation (Jia et al., 2017; Li, H.L. et al., 2021); Manual separation is not only costly 
but also severely restricts the efficiency of mineral processing and could adversely affect workers’ health 
(Lv et al., 2020; O'Connor); Wet separation must be carried out in liquid; however, gangue loosens and 
softens in liquid (Xia et al., 2020; Zhang, M.Q. et al., 2019), leading to numerous problems such as 
separation difficulty (Altun et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021); , an increase in separation cost (Yue et al., 
2021; Zhu et al., 2020); . Photoelectric separation does not involve water consumption (Chen et al., 2012); 
moreover, it could also help improve separation efficiency (Liu et al., 2017) and reduce costs by 
considering dry coal cleaning ( Hu et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2015). 

In 1905, Austria studied the separation of various materials by considering differences in the surface 
color of materials; this method was successfully applied to the separation of food and crops. It was not 
until the 1960s that photoelectric separation was applied in the field of mineral processing. In recent 
years, the photoelectric separation of coal/gangue has garnered increased attention in 
research/academics (Bai et al., 2021; Altman and Aaron, 2012).Wang et al. (2017) According to the 
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principle of three-dimensional laser scanning, a new method for separating coal from gangue based on 
density was proposed by, and considering this, a mathematical model suitable for coal gangue 
recognition was established, and the algorithms of recognition threshold and recognition rate were 
given. Liu et al (2018) proposed the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA) method to 
extract the geometric features of coal gangue; moreover, the modified local singular spectrum width Δh 
of the contour curve sequence was extracted as the characteristic variable of coal gangue for pattern 
recognition. The results demonstrated that the introduction of geometric features could help improve 
the recognition rate of coal gangue images. Based on the coal gangue separation system that considered 
the differences in the surface texture and grayscale features of coal and gangue, Hou (2019) proposed a 
coal gangue recognition method containing gray information statistical features (GLI), gray co-
occurrence matrix (GLCM) and visual features. Eshaq et al. (2020) proposed a method for distinguishing 
coal from gangue by using thermal energy and infrared radiation of objects; moreover, a high 
classification accuracy (97.83%) was obtained by this method. Dou et al. (2020) employed the relief-SVM 
method to find optimal features and develop the best classifiers; moreover, it was validated through the 
experiments considering two mining areas, wherein the mean accuracy was 95.5-97.0% and 94.0-98.0%, 
respectively. Guo et al. (2021) proposed a recognition method by considering the differences in the 
dielectric properties of coal gangue and combined it with a support vector machine (SVM); moreover, 
the results were accurate, and the method was efficient. 

In recent years, research on the photoelectric separation of coal gangue primarily reflects the 
extraction of coal gangue surface texture features and the selection of algorithms (Haghighi et al., 2011). 
However, the nature of coal and gangue are complex (Duan et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2015); moreover, 
the mechanism of X-ray imaging of coal and gangue at a molecular or atomic level has not been 
thoroughly studied (Li, M. et al., 2021). 

Thus, the differences in mineral composition between coal and gangue at a molecular/atomic level 
were studied here. The relationship between the grayscale and the mineral composition at 
molecular/atomic levels of single minerals in coal and gangue mineral components was investigated 
under X-ray imaging. Finally, the relationship between the mineral composition and the grayscale after 
each single mineral was stacked and studied; thus, a mathematical model between grayscale and 
mineral composition was established (He et al., 2019). 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Materials 

Carbon is the main element of coal (Jia et al., 2014), while quartz, montmorillonite, and kaolinite are 
widely recognized as the main components of gangue (Yuce, 2017; Zhao et al., 2018). Here, graphite was 
used to represent carbon. The samples used here including graphite, quartz, montmorillonite, and 
kaolinite were all obtained from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology (China) (Chen et al., 2018). 
The purity grade of these samples was 99.8% and the water content was below 0.01%. Table 1 provides 
details of these samples. 

Table 1. Properties of samples 

Sample Particle size (µm) Crystal formula Molecular weight (g/mol) 
Graphite 13 C 12 
Quartz 65 SiO2 60 

Montmorillonite 39 (Na,Ca)0.33(Al,Mg)2[Si4O10](OH)2•nH2O 682 
Kaolinite 39 Al2O3·2SiO2·2H2O 258 

2.2. System 

Fig. 1 shows the experimental system, consisting of four components: (1) electron beam and metal target 
for generating X-rays, i.e., the process of X-ray occurrence (Kalha et al., 2021); (2) a belt for placing 
samples; (3) an array receiver for receiving the attenuated X-rays (Gades et al., 2017); and (4) a computer 
for visualizing the signal (Schmidt and Flohr, 2020). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental system 

2.3. Measurements 

The powder of each mineral was pressed into eight individual lumpish samples, the thicknesses of 
which were set from 7 mm to 14 mm with a gradient of 1 mm. To avoid the impact of density on the 
gray value, the density of all samples was maintained at 1.4243 g/cm3, i.e., the weight of the powder for 
thicknesses from 7 mm to 14 mm was 15.95, 18.23, 20.51, 22.79, 25.07, 27.35, 29.63, and 31.90 g, 
respectively. Free software Image J was used to extract the gray value of the sample image. Here, the 
gray value refers to the brightness level of the image from 0 to 255 that white is 255 and black is 0. 

Here, the attenuation of the X-rays of the single mineral sample having a thickness of 7-21 mm was 
measured, where a thickness of 15-21 mm included a combination of 7 mm and other thicknesses. For 
exploring the attenuation of the X-rays of coal and gangue, the gray value of mineral couples with 
thicknesses of 15-21 mm was also measured, wherein the thickness of one mineral sample was 
maintained constantly at 7 mm while that of the other varied from 8 mm to 14 mm. Each test was 
conducted thrice and the average value was recorded as the final figure. During this process, the effect 
of the stacking order of the lumpish samples on the gray value was noteworthy. Hence, the gray value 
of sample couples was measured as shown in Fig. 2, i.e., (7 mm quartz + 9 mm graphite), (9 mm graphite 
+ 7 mm quartz), (8 mm quartz + 9 mm graphite), and (9 mm graphite + 8 mm quartz). 

As observed, the same sample couple presented the same gray value independent of the stacking 
order, suggesting that the stacking order could be ignored in subsequent experiments. 

 
Fig. 2. The relationship between stack order and gray value 
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2.4.  Theory and calculation 

The photoelectric effect (Klassen, 2015) and Compton effect (Hajima et al., 2014) between photons and 
electrons are recognized to be the essential factors for the attenuation of the X-rays penetrating materials 
as shown in Fig. 3 (Jacquet and Bruni, 2017). 

 
Fig. 3. Interaction between photons and electrons 

However, the number of electrons being passed through by a beam of photons cannot be calculated 
in minerals (Bartschat et al., 2020) as photons have no volume. Hence, data considering the volume is 
required. In the extracted images, pixels have a relative area, while the gray value corresponding to a 
pixel represents the energy of the X-rays after passing through a mineral in this area. Thus, the volume 
was obtained and the number of electrons per unit pixel volume (Ne-p) was calculated (Zhang, Y.L. et 
al., 2019). A schematic of the calculation is graphically shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic for calculating the number of electrons in a pixel 

The number of electrons per unit pixel volume (Ne-p) was calculated as per Eq. (1). 
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where m is the sample mass, NA is the Avogadro constant, Ne is the number of extranuclear electrons of 
each element, S0 is the area of the image, M is the molecular weight, S is the area covered by the mineral 
in the image, and α is the number of pixels in the image. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Gray values of a single mineral and mineral couples with varying thicknesses 

The attenuation of X-rays caused by different mineral samples with varying thicknesses is shown in Fig. 
5, where the error is insignificant to be displayed. 
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Fig. 5. X-ray attenuation of different mineral samples having varying thicknesses 

It was observed that the gray value increased as the sample thickness increased; furthermore, the 
attenuation approximately followed the order: Kaolinite > Montmorillonite > Quartz > Graphite. Four 
fitting models, i.e., line, parabola, cubic, and exponent were used to fit these data, as given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Fitting model considering gray value and thickness 

Materials Type Fitting equation R2 

Graphite 

Line 𝐺0 = 181.746− 3.80636	𝑇0 0.99431 
Parabola 𝐺0 = 187.60535− 4.73215	𝑇0 + 0.03306	𝑇0? 0.99542 
Cubic 𝐺0 = 156.85987+ 2.75935	𝑇0 − 0.53724	𝑇0? + 0.01351	𝑇0A 0.99798 

Exponent 𝐺0 = 292.93912	𝑒
#CD

EF.AGHEF − 105.28747 0.99535 

Quartz 

Line 𝐺I = 169.03693+ 3.9892𝑇I 0.99488 
Parabola 𝐺I = 163.82787− 3.16672	𝑇I − 0.02937	𝑇I? 0.99300 
Cubic 𝐺I = 203.06606− 12.76633	𝑇I + 0.69458	𝑇I? − 0.01724	𝑇IA 0.99679 

Exponent 𝐺I = 389.57474	𝑒
CJ

KL.KH?EA + 418.10987 0.99221 

Montmorillonite 

Line 𝐺M = 169.83398− 4.15272	𝑇M 0.99798 
Parabola 𝐺M = 167.1143− 3.72329	𝑇M − 0.01534	𝑇M?  0.99625 
Cubic 𝐺M = 167.07296− 3.71322	𝑇M − 0.161	𝑇M? + 1.81624× 10#H	𝑇MA  0.99801 
Exponent 𝐺N = 674.26784	𝑒

C'
#HOP.OGLAK − 135.43814 0.99718 

Kaolinite 

Line 𝐺N = 162.31574− 3.75273	𝑇N 0.99868 
Parabola 𝐺N = 157.66164− 3.01791	𝑇N − 0.02624	𝑇N? 0.99940 
Cubic 𝐺N = 162.86823− 4.2864	𝑇N + 0.6982	𝑇N? − 0.00229	𝑇NA 0.99947 
Exponent 𝐺N = 217.46162	𝑒

CQ
#PO.PFAE + 375.354 0.99941 

where GG is the gray value of graphite, GQ is the gray value of quartz, GM is the gray value of 
montmorillonite, GK is the gray value of kaolinite, TG is the thickness of graphite, TQ is the thickness of 
quartz, TM is thickness of montmorillonite, and TK is the thickness of kaolinite. 

As observed, the cubic model presented the highest correlation coefficient (R2) for every mineral; 
hence, this model could be used to describe the gray value. The gray values of mineral couples having 
different thicknesses are given in Fig. 6. 

The gray value of mineral couples was observed to increase with increased thickness, which was the 
same as that of a single mineral sample. This indicated that the attenuation of the X-rays evidently 
increased as the thickness of the matter to be penetrated increased. 
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Fig. 6. Gray values of mineral couples having varying thicknesses 

3.2.  Relationship between gray value and electrons 

Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the attenuation in gray value and the number of electrons of a 
single mineral. The number of electrons of quartz is considerably less than that of montmorillonite; 
however, the grayscale range is similar, which indicates that quartz could absorb more X-rays with 
fewer electrons (Lu et al., 2018). This is because the X-ray absorption coefficient of each mineral varies 
(Gurler et al., 2012). Fig. 7 demonstrates that the X-ray absorption coefficient was as follows: graphite < 
montmorillonite ＜ kaolinite ＜ quartz. This result indicates that coal and gangue could be identified 
by X-rays. 

 
Fig. 7. Difference in gray value as a function of the number of electrons of a single mineral 
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Thereafter, Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the total number of electrons in mineral couples 
and gray value. The difference in mineral composition between coal and gangue is the difference in the 
carbon and quartz content (Bychev and Petrova, 2011). According to the (a) and (b) curve in Fig. 7, the 
difference between carbon and quartz in other minerals could be clearly observed. This is because the 
X-ray absorption coefficients of carbon and quartz are considerably different, which has been proved 
as Fig. 8. 

    

    
Fig. 8. Grayscale variation of mineral couples 

3.3. Gray value model considering mineral couples 

The relationship between the gray value of the mineral couples and that of a single mineral was then 
proved and established; Fig. 9 demonstrates the process.  

GS, GC, and G' represent the gray values of a single mineral, a mineral couple, and a single mineral 
in a mineral couple, respectively. The grayscale model for a single mineral and that for a single mineral 
in a mineral couple was developed by considering the gray values of a single mineral and couple 
mineral, respectively; moreover, the accuracy of this model was proved by a similarity analysis by 
considering that GC = f (GS) and G' = f (GS). 

We considered the 7 mm quartz + (8-14 mm graphite) as an example to study and prove the accuracy 
of the relationship between the gray value of the mineral couples and that of the single minerals, 
respectively.  

First, the gray value for quartz + graphite was fitted to obtain the gray equation as follows: 
𝐺0	RS	I = 138.23626 + 1.18082 × 10#?F𝑁"#$(0UI) + 1.91764 × 10#GA𝑁"#$(0UI)? − 

−	8.57095 × 𝑁"#$(0UI)A                                                                  (2) 

where GG in Q is the gray value considering the change of graphite in quartz, while Ne-p(G+Q) is the sum of 
electrons in graphite and quartz as follows: 

𝑁"#$(0UI) = 𝑁"#$(0) + 𝑁"#$(I)                                                         (3) 
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As the thickness of quartz was constant, i.e., 7 mm, the total number of electrons in quartz was 
constant during the course of the experiment; hence, Ne-p(Q) = 2.14×1020, which was substituted into Eq. 
(4). 

𝐺0	RS	I
, = 138.24496 + 1.26172 × 10#?F𝑁"#$(0) + 1.76004 × 10#GA𝑁"#$(0)? −	 

−8.57095 × 10#EE𝑁"#$(0)A                                                                (4) 

 
Fig. 9. Verification of the number of electrons of one mineral in a mineral couple 

This equation represents the relationship between the composition of a mineral and the gray value 
when two kinds of minerals are mixed. For composite minerals and single minerals, there exist two 
equations with Ne-p(G) as an independent variable: one considers a single quartz change; the other 
considers that the graphite remains unchanged, and that the quartz changes under the mixed condition 
of graphite and quartz.  

First, to verify the relationship between the Eq. (4), the gray values of 8–14 mm quartz (GG) and 7 
mm graphite + 8–14 mm quartz (GG in Q) considering the original data, and G'G in Q that was obtained by 
substituting Ne-p into Eq. (4) are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Gray value of a single mineral and mineral couples 

Ne-p of graphite GG GG in Q G'G in Q 
7.40×1021 133.53 91.64 90.65 
8.32×1021 130.96 87.54 86.75 
9.24×1021 130.31 85.54 84.88 
1.02×1022 124.39 82.15 82.02 
1.11×1022 121.6 79.27 79.14 
1.20×1022 119.52 76.85 75.32 
1.29×1022 117.57 74.82 74.88 

The similarity analysis was undertaken by considering that G'G in Q = f (GG) and GG in Q = f (GG). Fig. 
10 shows the changes of graphite in kaolinite, kaolinite in graphite, quartz in graphite, and graphite in 
quartz, respectively. 
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A relationship model considering other mineral couples and single minerals was deduced in the 
same way, as illustrated by Table 4. 

The results demonstrated that the Pearson correlations between G'G in Q and GG in Q reached over 98%, 
indicating that the gray model for composite minerals and single minerals was more accurate; 
furthermore, this also proved that the gray value model considering the change of a single mineral in a 
mineral couple had high accuracy. 

3.4. Model verification test 

A gray scale model for a single mineral and mineral couple was established based on the above method. 
However, this was done under the condition that the Ne-p of a certain mineral could be quantified, which 
expressed the relationship between the change in the composition of a mineral and in the gray value of 
a mineral couple. Taking GG in Q as an example, theoretically, if we changed the quantity of Ne-p(Q) the 
intercept of the equation would change; however, the rate of change would remain the same. Thus, we 
substituted Ne-p(Q) = 6.42 × 1020, 2.75 × 1020, 2.44 × 1020, 2.14 × 1020, and 0 into Eq. (3), as shown in Fig. 11. 
GG represents the change in gray value for a single mineral graphite. The experimental results 
corresponded well with theory. 

Considering Fig. 11, when Ne-p(Q) = 0, the intercept of the mineral couple curve differed from that 
of the single mineral curve. This suggested that when the amount of content of one substance in a 
mineral couple became negligible, the gray value of the mineral couple differed from that of a single 
mineral. This is because the X-ray coefficient of mineral couples does not change immediately. 
Additionally, the X-ray absorption coefficient on adding quartz to graphite was smaller than that for 
single mineral graphite. Furthermore, the X-ray absorption coefficient on adding quartz to graphite was 
larger than that for single mineral graphite; moreover, this was independent of the amount of quartz 
added. Other minerals also conform to this rule. The results showed that the rate of change of X-ray 
attenuation caused by an increase in carbon content in coal and quartz content in gangue differed. Thus, 
the mechanism for identifying coal and gangue based on X-rays was revealed. 

In this study, the gray value models of individual composition and composition couple were estab- 

 

 
Fig. 10. Similarity analysis considering model values and measured values 
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lished and verified, which was meaningful for exploring the separation mechanism of coal and gangue 
via this invisible light technology. However, only two compositions considered in the gray value model 
of the mineral couple was inadequate, i.e., these models were still difficult to predict the gray value of 
the actual coal sample due to the complex mineral composition. 

Table 4. Correlation analysis of the models 

Model Formula Pearson correlation 

GK in G 
137.12725+ 2.36451 × 10#?O	𝑁"#$(N	RS	0) + 4.53364× 10#G?	𝑁"#$(N	RS	0)

?

− 2.41127× 10#EA	𝑁"#$(N	RS	0)
A  0.99371 

GG in K 
153.61233− 6.45561× 10#FK	𝑁"#$(0	RS	N) − 2.64384× 10#GO	𝑁"#$(0	RS	N)

?

+ 8.21863× 10#EO𝑁"#$(0	RS	N)
A  0.99695 

GQ in G 
142.23494− 2.91716× 10#?F	𝑁"#$(I	RS	0) + 5.48491× 10#GA	𝑁"(I	RS	0)

?

− 6.39942× 10#EE	𝑁"(I	RS	0)
A  0.99806 

GG in Q 
138.24496+ 1.26172× 10#?F	𝑁"#$(0	RS	I) + 1.76004× 10GA	𝑁"#$(0	RS	I)

?

− 8.57095× 10#EE	𝑁"#$(0	RS	I)
A  0.99685 

GM in G 
12.44658 + 9.32434× 10#?A	𝑁"#$(M	RS	0) − 4.57636× 10#GP	𝑁"#$(0	RS	I)

?

+ 9.52791× 10#PF	𝑁"#$(0	RS	I)
A  0.99421 

GG in M 
−11.1246× 10P + 3.89672× 10#FP	𝑁"#$(0	RS	M) − 4.50066× 10#GF	𝑁"#$(0	RS	M)

?

+ 1.73282× 10#EA	𝑁"#$(0	RS	M)
A  0.98546 

GQ in M 
150.78958+ 1.90946× 10#?A	𝑁"#$(I	RS	M) + 6.73763× 10#GL	𝑁"#$(I	RS	M)

?

− 3.22433 × 10#P?	𝑁"#$(I	RS	M)
A  0.99648 

GM in Q 
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Fig. 11. Model curves for different number of electrons of quartz 
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4.  Conclusion 

Gray value is an important identification feature in the photoelectric intelligent separation of coal 
gangue. Studies on the mechanism for identifying coal gangue by X-rays are currently lacking; 
moreover, the relationship between the gray value and thickness of coal gangue cannot be used to 
identify coal gangue. To address this problem, a preliminary test was carried out and the following 
conclusions could be made: 

(a) Minerals were divided according to the number of pixels in a two-dimensional image; a 
relationship was established between the gray value of each pixel and the number of electrons that 
interacted with photons; thereafter, the concept of the number of electrons per pixel volume was 
proposed. 

(b) A model considering the gray level of a single mineral and Ne-p was established. Using the model, 
four single minerals could be accurately identified based on the given gray level. 

(c) A gray scale model considering a single mineral and compound mineral was established by 
linking the two. After verification, it was shown that in coal and gangue, only the influence of minerals 
with a higher gray scale value needed consideration. 
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